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How to Prevent a House Trailer from Flooding 

A schoolteacher just retired on a modest pension and bought a trailer in a 
trailer park. Many parks are next to a river and if you live in California every 
Jubilee year or sooner will be hearing on TV that it was the worst 
unexpected flooding for hundred years blaming global warming theories. 
But the reality in most cases is that my teacher friend was flooded 5 ft. high 
ruining her investment to starting over but now unemployed. A quick fix to 
sleep in the biggest flood needs an inexpensive addition. First buy a rubber-
boat with an air pump and something bigger to float with the trailer on top. 

General Description of a Platform   

1. When we want to save the house-trailer from an unexpected flood needs 
a little wisdom linked to a Noah Bible story to convert your trailer into to 
a houseboat. The oldest book on earth is proving science when the water 
level is raised from nowhere will now float which can easily be solved 
being prepared by a cheap add-on. Reading the ancient story ask the 
question why where Noah’s relatives not on the boat thus perished? 

2. The food industry, an oil company, or junk dealer have many obsolete, 
empty [55 gal] standard drums which can be purchased for a song.  

3. They are useful to create a platform, but make it a little larger for the 
trailer to enjoy an outdoor deck for a ladies only coffee klatch. Start out 
on an empty lot and place as many empty drums upright spaced together 
to build over a deck. All drums are tied together with a stainless 1/8” steel 
rope around them, and if painted, would last long beyond retirement.  

4. If allowed, you could dig out 1-2 ft. dirt so that the trailer is level like the 
others or your neighbor my think you are privileged on higher ground.  

5. Now build a wood frame with a standard deck over the drum assembly 
with an edge overlapping to keep the sealed drums in place when the 
potential water level is unexpected rising in the middle of the night.  

6. But do not forget to add a flex sewer pipe to allow the platform being 
raised and keep asking the “if” question to find the mother of prevention.  

7. Like for extra protection fastens some steel ropes to prevent your trailer 
floating away to make big TV news, or raid the piggybank to drill and 
place a telephone pole at each corner for the worst logical scenario.  

8. Starting a deck business just follow the river will find plenty customers. 
Many have watched some YouTube videos will now be ready for your 
proposal of an easy deal.  Perhaps become a millionaire selling a gismo 
of free energy introduced in Babushka eggs Pearls linked to the Torah-
Bible from a forbidden science perspective, or start a local Dummies 
business club in your retirement to have some fun in true science. I 
discovered that the Bible next to mankind’s history is filled with 
knowledge forbidden worldwide by every government, why? 


